A Quick Start from Tenable® Professional Services transforms your product into a security solution enabling you to see, predict and act on cyber risk to your business.

Microsoft Active Directory is used by the vast majority of large organizations around the world as their primary authentication and authorization method, making it a common attack vector. Since large global enterprises have complex, constantly evolving AD architectures, their security teams struggle to keep pace in enforcing best practices and monitoring security.

Organizations need to accurately identify weaknesses and configuration issues in AD, quickly detect any ongoing attacks and receive clear guidance on how to prioritize and remediate exposures.

To address this, Tenable has built the broadest assessment capabilities, with market leading coverage to help find and fix existing weaknesses in your organization's AD architecture. Tenable.ad detects ongoing attacks in real time without the need to deploy agents or use privileged accounts.

A Quick Start service ensures you are implementing your Tenable solution to immediately improve your security posture and set you up for future success. We will work with you to accelerate configuration and integration to reach the full operational capability of Tenable.ad, so that your solution runs efficiently and provides visibility of cyber risk across your environment.

**SERVICE OUTCOMES**

- **Accelerate product installation and configuration**
  Tenable's experienced consultants will ensure your solution is properly installed and configured based on your business objectives, so you are up and running quickly.

- **Empower you to get maximum value**
  We will empower you to use the Tenable.ad solution as your primary source of AD security information.

- **Expand your knowledge of Active Directory (AD) security**
  Tenable's experienced consultants share their knowledge around AD security best practices to ensure you maintain your deployment efficiently.

- **Improve compliance visibility**
  Tenable.ad can provide real-time compliance maturity improvement through dashboards and alerts.

*Use Tenable.ad to find and fix Active Directory weaknesses before attacks happen.*
KEY BENEFITS

Thorough Planning and Design

We will work with you to determine the scope of your implementation, based on your network specifics and goals for your AD security journey.

Quick Implementation

We will then install and configure the Tenable.ad solution (on Tenable’s private cloud or on-premises) for the included Active Directory forests and domains, and then validate the implementation.

Knowledge Sharing

Our consultants will provide hands-on training and share their knowledge of AD security best practices to help you to determine where you should focus your remediation efforts.

Organizational Visibility

As cyber risks are more closely scrutinized every day, Tenable Professional Services can help set up dashboards so that stakeholders in your organization have the visibility they need to make informed decisions and take action quickly.

Ecosystem Integration

Tenable Professional Services can help you integrate Tenable.ad into your ecosystem and use it as a proactive source of information about AD issues in your environment.

Comprehensive Solution Documentation

Tenable will provide links to relevant and useful documentation to help maintain your deployment.

Supporting your Growth

Organizations change and develop over time. Tenable Professional Services can help ensure your solution stays aligned to your evolving business requirements. We welcome the opportunity to discuss your future needs.

Experienced Professional Services Team

Tenable Professional Services’ goal is to implement our products to solve your most pressing security problems, enabling your organization to see, predict and act on cyber risks. To accomplish this, we capitalize on our combined years of industry experience to tackle even the most challenging requirements.

By engaging Tenable Professional Services, you can realize the value of your Tenable investment more quickly to feel confident you are on the right path for security program maturity. We have a broad portfolio of services and training available worldwide, remotely or on-site, to meet your specific needs.

About Tenable

Tenable®, Inc. is the Cyber Exposure company. Over 30,000 organizations around the globe rely on Tenable to understand and reduce cyber risk. As the creator of Nessus®, Tenable extended its expertise in vulnerabilities to deliver the world's first platform to see and secure any digital asset on any computing platform. Tenable customers include more than 50 percent of the Fortune 500, more than 30 percent of the Global 2000 and large government agencies. Learn more at www.tenable.com.